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Notes on Contributors

JOHN ASHBERY’s most recent book is *Shadow Train*. He teaches creative writing in the MFA program at Brooklyn College.
BARBARA BEDWAY is working on a cycle of stories about Lebanon before and after the civil war. This is her first published fiction.
DAVID BOTTOMS has poems appearing in *American Poetry Review*, *Poetry*, *Georgia Review*, and *Virginia Quarterly Review*.
MARIYLN CHIN is working on an MFA in Translation at Iowa. This selection of Ai Qing’s work is from a larger manuscript.
HUALING NIEH ENGLE is the director of the International Writing Program at The University of Iowa. Her most recent book is *Two Women of China*.
MANUEL R. GARCIA is a Chicano, a native of Oakland, California, who currently writes and teaches in Mexico. This is his first published story.
JOSEPH GEHA teaches at Iowa State in Ames, where he is currently at work on a novel. “Almost Thirty” is one of a series of related short stories which have appeared in *Epoch*, *Northwest Review*, and other magazines.
ELLEN HANDY lives in Princeton, New Jersey.
MICHAEL S. HARPER co-edited the last issue of *The Carleton Miscellany* (Winter 1980), which was devoted to the work of Ralph Ellison; and, with Robert B. Stepto, he has edited an anthology of Afro-American Writing, Art, and Scholarship: *Chant of Saints*. JONATHAN HOLDEN’s latest book is *The Rhetoric of the Contemporary Lyric*. He is poet-in-residence at Kansas State University.
HANK LAZER’s poems, essays and reviews have appeared in *The Nation*, *The Ohio Review*, *Ironwood*, and other magazines.
MELINDA MUELLER is a middle school science teacher in Seattle. Her most recent book is *Asleep in Another Country* (Jawbone Press).
ILENE MOSKIN’s poems have appeared in *Crazyhorse* and *The Ohio Review*.
PHILIP MURRAY is the author of *Poems after Martial* (Wesleyan University Press). His poems have appeared recently in *The American Scholar*, *Poetry*, and *The Michigan Quarterly Review*.
PADMA PERERA has returned to Bombay this year after having taught at The University of Colorado. A collection entitled *Dr. Salaam & Other Stories of India* was published by the Capra Press.
ANTHONY PETROSKY's chapbook, *The Look of Things,* is available from Inland Boat/Porch Publications. He is the editor of Slow Loris Press.


OLIVER STEELE teaches a very popular seminar on the comma in Shakespeare. His first publication was a note in *The Explicator* on a comma in *I Henry IV.* He wrote a brief article in *American Literature* on what Ellen Glasgow thought about Gertrude Stein, which was not much. He discovered how the pages were folded in the first edition of *The Scarlet Letter* and published his discovery in *The Library.* He likes Bach contadas and doesn't like Elvis Costello.

DAVID WAGONER edits *Poetry Northwest.* He is the author of ten novels and twelve books of poems. Francis Coppola has just finished filming his novel *The Escape Artist* to be released this winter.

CHARLOTTE WARD edited the unpublished translations of Ezra Pound as a Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard University. She now teaches at The University of Connecticut.

MICHAEL WILKERSON studied writing at Indiana and Johns Hopkins Universities. He edits *Indiana Writes.*
SUBSCRIPTION COSTS:

$12 yearly for individuals
$15 yearly for libraries and institutions
(Add $3 for foreign destinations)
$4 for single copies (Add $1 for foreign delivery)

The Iowa Review is a literary quarterly sponsored and published by the School of Letters and the Graduate College of The University of Iowa and supported, in part, by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
POETRY FROM VIRGINIA

The Hours of Morning
Poems by William Carpenter

“These are poems that confirm us in our human frailty, our questing appetities, our need always to search our the germ of order in the chaos of emotion. They stand up well to scrutiny.” — Maxine Kumin

80 pages, $8.95

Following Gravity
Poems by James Applewhite

“James Applewhite’s poems are imaginative, lucid, and deep. A moving human voice comes through them with grave and memorable tonality; their resonance is great.” — James Dickey

71 pages, $7.95

to order send your check to

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA
Box 3608, University Station
Charlottesville, VA 22903
WHERE SPARROWS WORK HARD  Gary Soto
This is the third collection by one of the most widely praised and
widely reviewed younger American poets. "At his frequent
best, Soto may be the most exciting poet of poverty in America
to emerge since James Wright and Philip Levine."—Alan
Williamson, Poetry

EMPLUMADA  Lorna Dee Cervantes
"She writes out of a strong sense of family, of sacred and pro-
fane and damaged place, of being a woman—daughter, grand-
daughter, sister—of being Chicana."—Marge Piercy. "Highly
recommended."—Library Journal

NORTHERN SPY  Chase Twichell
"The physical descriptions are sensitively drawn and precise.
. . . [The] lines come alive with vivid memories of childhood or
love."—Publishers Weekly

TRYING TO SURPRISE GOD  Peter Meinke
"An entertaining book of impressive versatility, the poems
ranging from camp to lyric to growls of protest."—Edward Field

THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD  Kathleen Norris
Library Journal said of Kathleen Norris' first book, "Deft and in-
cisive, with a strong wit . . . Norris is a spellbinder." Her new
book reflects these qualities and her strong gifts as a storyteller.

RUBY FOR GRIEF  Michael Burkard
Writing in Ironwood of Burkard's first book, James Cervantes
said, "Burkard's poetics will be considered new and strange to
many readers, though Stevens, Zukofsky, and Ashbery were
scouts to this light-laden terrain. . . . [His] book is a blessing."

These books are available at $10.95 hardback, $4.50 paperback at
your bookseller or directly (add 50c for postage) from the publisher.

University of Pittsburgh Press
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Leeds
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